Surgery for breast cancer in the elderly--how relevant?
Studies suggest that elderly women receive less aggressive treatment, experience higher disease progression and mortality from breast cancer. We report on an experience of 256 consecutive cases of symptomatic breast cancer in a population of over 75 years of age. 142/256 patients underwent surgical intervention in the form of breast conserving surgery or mastectomy, 114/256 did not. Mean follow up was 6.4 years. Our results show a statistically significant association between surgery and survival (p = 0.05, CI 0.00046-0.19641) and a strong statistically significant association between surgery and disease progression/recurrence (p = 0.001, CI 0.08713-0.03145). Women treated conservatively are significantly less fit hence suffering high cancer unrelated mortality; as a consequence they suffer higher disease related progression and mortality. In our study surgical treatment with adjuvant endocrine and/or radiotherapy was associated with a statistically significant advantage in terms of disease related mortality and local disease control.